
This diagram represents an overview of the 
animateonline site, pages are ordered according to 
their depth in the system. This is not intended to 
represent user experience, and language used is  
not final.

A note regarding search: every page will have a basic 
one-field search feature. Results will be delivered 
through the browse template. Searches prefixed with 
a type (film for example) and adv search are the same. 
When the prefix indicates that some fields and 
parameters and fields will be determined upon 
arrival at the adv search page. These predefined 
parameters are not fixed.

Wireframes are yet to be specified. Templates indi-
cate content but are not intended to specify layout. 
Subdomains yet to be specified, pending hosting 
arrangements.

Information written white on black represents 
function, in that it requires the user to perform an 
operation, like submit. Information written black on 
pink represents open text fields that require user 
input. Black type on orange will open up a new mail in 
the users mailing software with an address 
appropriate to the origin of the operation, 
press@animateonline.org for example.       marks 
functions or areas that may only be operated by 
someone with moderator priveleges.       marks 
functions or areas that may only be operated by 
someone who has subsribed.
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Subscribe page
Content:
Reasons to subscribe 
subscribe to animate! 
have access to all 
content and receive 
animate! news, 
download movie clips 
and update privileges. 
250 words

Fields required: 
- first name  
- email address and 
confirmation  
- password and 
confirmation

Check boxes 
required: 
- tick here if you want 
to receive the 
animate! newswire  
- remember me  
- i accept the terms 
and conditions

Film main page
Search by 
- all 
- title 
- length 
- festivals 
- length 
- awards 
- filmmaker
- date completed 
dd.mm.yy* 
- technique/process 
- title 
- keywords 
- production 
companies 
- made before/after 
dd.mm.yy*

Browse by 
- genre 
- technique 
- date 
- festivals 
- awards 
- production company 
- title.

People main page
Content:
Featured talent, 
curator browse 
featured talent archive

Browse by 
- production company 
- filmmaker 
- composer 
- role 
- awards

Updating 
information

Users are able to 
submit entries to be 
included in the 
database. This serv-
ice is available only to 
users who have sub-
scribed. A user  
attempting to access 
any functionality  
which requires sub-
scriber privileges will 
be directed to the 
subscribe page, and 
returned to their orig-
in upon completion. 

Information page
Content:
Detailed information 
about contacting 
animate!, links of 
contributors, 
publication of the 
animate! xml dtds for 
other organisations. a 
general space for 
dialogue concerned 
with the workings of 
the site. Link to 'link to 
animate!' on press 
page and explanation. 

Press page
Content:
Information on press 
releases, marketing 
material, artwork, 
stills, events, 
screenings. Users will 
be able to download 
logos. Information 
regarding the 
republishing of 
animate! 
material.'Link to 
animate!' download.

Downloading 
animate! materials
Available from home 
page, press and 
information page. 
This means that 
users will be able to 
download the 
animate! logo for print 
and for web, a 'link to 
animate!' download 
will be available so 
that other sites can 
easily link to 
animateonline. This is 
only available to 
those who have 
subscribed.

The numbers refer to 
their counterparts on 
the map:

user chooses 
fields to update, 
enters content and 
defines parameters

user submits 
updates

forwarded to a 
hidden part of the 
database

user submissions 
are checked and 
confirmed by an 
animate! moderator

upon confirmation, 
material is switched 
to public facing, and 
is imported into the 
correct template and 
directed to the 
appropriate area in 
the database
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The following is a more explicit description of 
some key pages, there is also some initial 
thoughts on how entries might be searched.

*full knowledge of the date is not required in order to 
conduct a search by date
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